Affiliate Compensation Plan v.12012020
Every sale of a monthly subscription generates different commissions that are available to Affiliates once
the subscription is confirmed. Commission processing is in real time. Per Subscription, there are 1 Direct
Commission, 6 Indirect Commissions and 1 Top Affiliate Commission. The only qualification is to have an
active account with Copy Pro Traders. Subscription renewals will also pay the same commissions.
Commissions are paid in Bitcoin at the stated rate below in USD.
Direct Commissions
For each subscription that you sell / refer you receive a $21 commission known as a Direct Commission.
You make unlimited first generation sales and referrals. (Unlimited width)
Indirect Commissions
Making a second subscription sale will unlock Levels 2-7 for $7 Indirect Commissions as well as
commission compression. Compression occurs when an Affiliate is no longer active. We pay the next
active Affiliate in the line of sponsorship, effectively paying out all available commissions.
Top Affiliate Infinity Bonus
This bonus commission is paid out to people that qualify by having at least 15 current subscribers that
have also enrolled at least 5 subscribers each. It is a $10 bonus given to the first Top Affiliate in the line of
referral sponsorship, regardless if the sale occurred directly, indirectly or on ANY indefinite number of
generations in the network. In other words, it can turn a $21 Direct Commission into $31, a $7
commission to $17 or be a $10 commission from a subscription sale from any level from the first Affiliate
ranking Top Affiliate.
Generation
Direct (Personally Enrolled)
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Top Affiliate Infinity Bonus (Any Generation)

Commission
$21
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
+$10

Definitions
1. ACTIVE AFFILIATE: Any Affiliate or member that generates at least 1 sale / referral.
2. AFFILIATE: Any person that chooses to participate in the Copy Pro Traders Compensation Plan and has
earned at least $600. They have agreed to abide by the Copy Pro Traders Terms of Use and this Affiliate
Compensation Plan. Affiliates must comply with all Terms of Use and must never guarantee any income
claims or guarantee income based on trading. This is grounds for immediate and permanent termination.
Affiliate ranks include “Affiliate”, “Affiliate Plus” and Top Affiliate.
3. CUSTOMER: Anyone that purchases a Subscription.
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4. NETWORK / GENEALOGY: This is the series of relationships of Business Centers that determine the
flow of commissions.
5. COMMISSION PAYMENTS: Commissions are calculated and available instantly after the subscription
payment is CONFIRMED. Commissions are paid in Bitcoin at the current USD rate. Be sure to add your
cryptocurrency wallet to receive commissions.
6. SPONSOR: The referring person or agent that makes a sale of a subscription. Also known as the
enroller.
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